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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of optimal decentralized power control in systems whose spectrum is regulated in
time and space, the so-called time-area-spectrum (TAS) licensed. This license system gives to the owner the right of
using a given frequency band at a given time and within a given geographical area. In this paper we consider those
locations with colliding transmissions; thus, addressing a scenario with full interference. In order to facilitate the
coexistance of different TAS licenses, the power spectral density of the used band shall be limited. Since controlling
the overall radiated power in a given area is cumbersome (especially when several base stations or access points
operate in an uncoordinated way), we control the amount of received power. First, we present the achievable rates (i.e.
the rate Pareto set) and their corresponding powers by means of multi-criteria optimization theory. Second, we study a
completely decentralized and gradient-based power control that obtains Pareto-efficient rates and powers, the so-called
DPC-TAS (Decentralized Power Control for TAS). The power control convergence and the possibility of guaranteeing
a minimum Quality of Service (QoS) per user are analyzed. Third, in order to gain more insight into the features of
DPC-TAS, this paper compares it with other baseline power control approaches. For the sake of comparison, a simple
pricing mechanism is proposed. Numerical simulations verify the good performance of DPC-TAS.
Keywords: Power control, Spectrum sharing, Interference channel, Spectrum License.

1. Introduction
Wireless technology is proliferating rapidly requiring more radio spectrum. In light of this, spectrum sharing has
gained a special attention in the research community for its promising results in improving the spectral efficiency. The
concept of Cognitive Radio (CR) [1–3] has been hailed as a potential communication paradigm, which allows lowpriority systems to sense their operating environment and adapt their implementation to achieve the best performance
while minimizing harmful interference to other users. While the concept of CR networks has been well accepted
within the wireless communications research community, potential benefactors and regulation authorities have shown
strong reluctance to the application of CR in real world scenarios [4]. There are two major hurdles for CR networks
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to come true. First, a multiple secondary user environment in which the number of cognitive devices is large, might
lead to a spectrum saturation and might cause severe interference to the incumbent system. Second, the efficiency and
reliability of present spectrum sensing techniques to predict the performance of the primary communication link is
often questionable and the time spent in acquiring this information is also one of the main concerns.
An early attempt to overcome such limitations is the Authorized/Licensed Shared Access (ASA/LSA) approach
[5], which provides new sharing opportunities under a licensing regime. LSA provides a means for incumbent spectrum holders to make available, subject to sharing and commercial agreement, their spectrum for wireless services.
LSA has shown great promise in making spectrum sharing attractive for mobile operators. One possible system architecture for LSA is the time-area-space (TAS) licenses [6, 7]. TAS license concept was first introduced in [6] and
it provides a more efficient spectrum management system than the current open spectrum one. The reason is that this
regulation technique not only controls frequency, but also time and location. In other words, whenever a certain
number of users (operators) acquire a TAS license, the spectrum regulator assigns to these incumbents the right of
transmitting in a given frequency for a certain portion of time within some geographical limits.
In order to allow the creation of geographically close TAS licenses, the power spectral density within the TAS
license area shall be restricted. Unfortunately, controlling the radiated power in a given area is cumbersome, due to
the stochastic nature of the radio channel and to correlations among transmitting antennas (i.e. when there are more
than one). Furthermore, these spatial-frequency restrictions can only be managed by a central controller, which would
require a large amount of signalling among the different communication agents.
An alternative to restricting the radiated power in a given area is to limit the total amount of received power [8].
With this, the received power constraints can approximate the spatial interference power restrictions, leading to a more
flexible management of the power and, ultimately, of the license, as we show in the present paper. Fig. 1 illustrates
a possible scenario, where, by guarantee on the maximum level of received signal, this paper solves how to enable
coexistence in the overlapping areas.
In contrast to other spectrum regulations, which restrict the power density in a per-user basis (e.g. maximum radiated power, maximum interference level to the primary user,...), TAS spectrum license grants the use of the spectrum
on a network level fashion. This constitutes a substantial difference since all TAS incumbents shall coordinate in order
to preserve the received power constraints. Indeed, this network-wide power restriction fosters the spectrum sharing
among the TAS incumbents and it allows the coexistence of geographically adjacent TAS licenses since the overall
spectral power density is approximately restricted with the receive power constraints.
Under this context, all users have the same privileges and they have to coordinate in order not to exceed the
received power constraint. Note that it is a total received power constraint, which differs from the interference temperature constraint that is considered when the spectrum policy differentiates between primary and secondary users,
as it is the case, for instance, in [9, 10]. Finally, to understand Fig.1, in addition to the received power constraint, there
is always a constraint on the maximum transmit power; thus, conforming a coverage area around each access point.
1.1. Related Works and Contributions
In any receiver, Automatic Gain Control (AGC) tries to keep the received power at some nominal level by inverting
the pathloss and fading effects of the channel. However, inverting the channel results in a capacity penalty. In order
to obtain optimal power adaptation in terms of capacity waterfilling in time has to be implemented, analogous to
waterfilling in frequency (see [11] and references therein); thus, requiring transmit, instead of receive, power control.
When, in addition, the transmission is degraded by interference, the large dynamic range of signals that must be
handled by most receivers requires a new gain adjustment. Due to the interference, this adjustment becomes complex
as it has to deal with non-convex utilities and, moreover, in the case of ad-hoc networks, it has to be implemented
autonomously at each communication link.
Power control for interference management has been successfully applied in general communication systems [12–
15]. The standard interference functions, which were introduced by Yates [16] and further studied and developed
by Boche [17], have been very influential on the analysis and design of distributed power control laws. The starting
point for much of the research done in decentralized power control can be found in [18], where the authors propose
an algorithm to meet Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise-Ratio (SINR) requirements at each receiver with minimum
power. This algorithm carries out fix point iterations [19], which can be speed up by applying the Perron-Frobenius
(PF) duality [20]. From a different perspective, [21] proposes Geometric Programming (GP) to overcome the nonconvexity barriers that wireless utility optimization problems present in interference limited scenarios. These works
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also obtain decentralized power control mechanisms. Of particular interest for the present work are [22] and [23],
where a Lagrangian approach is taken together with gradient-based techniques. Specifically, [24] discusses about the
change of variables that are carried out in GP in order to convexify many power control problems. As a summary, in
[25, 26], the reader can find good reviews on power control in actual wireless networks.
One class of interference channel is cognitive radio for spectrum sharing, where users are classified as secondary/unlicensed or primary/licensed users. Decentralized interference management and power allocation for both
kinds of users have to be implemented with their corresponding different interference constraints [27–29]. In [30, 31]
the authors study the rate region frontiers in the interference channel when interference is treated as noise and there
are constraints on the per-transmitter maximum available power. Borrowed from economic theory, game theory and
pricing techniques have been widely studied in the recent years within this spectrum sharing context [32–37]. The
reason is that game theory is a mathematical framework that focuses on how groups of people/users interact; thus,
incorporating the required additional flexibility to obtain new power control policies within the spectrum sharing context. Some popular algorithms with interference pricing are [38, 39], where interference prices are announced to the
network to reach an agreement among the communication nodes. Another interesting use of prices is to punish users’
misbehavior as it is studied in [40].
In this paper, a Decentralized Power Control is proposed for the TAS spectrum sharing architecture, namely DPCTAS and it is studied under a signal processing perspective. To the best of the authors knowledge, the first study of the
TAS licenses, from the communication perspective, was the work by Gastpar in [41], which was later extended to relay
networks in [42]. This pioneering work deeply studies how the capacity and the architecture of the system is modified
when not only the transmit power constraints are considered, but also the received ones; in other words, the constraints
are placed on the channel output signal. The present paper applies these received power constraints in an interference
network, where a decentralized power control is needed. Specifically, this work extends previous authors publications
[43], where we first introduced the autonomous power control for such network. Some recent works in [44–46] also
consider a similar problem (i.e. with transmit sum-power constraint or with interference temperature constraint). In
[44] game-theoretic tools are used to analyze games played by resource-constrained players. The authors provide a
general framework. Interestingly, in [45] equilibrium pricing of interference in cognitive networks is studied, where
prices are indicators of the spectrum congestion and are broadcast to the network to achieve convergence. Finally, in
[46] all transmitters in the interference network are considered to be connected to a common energy source and optimal
power control is developed for sum-rate maximization. Differently to these works, this paper studies a decentralized
power control that does not require price broadcasting and takes into account total received power constraints. Very
interesting is the work in [24], where several power control formulations for spectrum sharing scenarios are presented
in a unified way with various constraints that couple the power variables, received power constraint among them. The
present work is also based on gradient-based iterations, but, being the taylored for specific TAS scenario, the general
tools that are developed in [24], as for instance, projections or convexifications, are not needed. More specifically, the
contributions of the present paper are summarized as follows:
• We analyze the Pareto rates and corresponding transmit powers of multiple access points when, due to the TAS
license, they have restricted the amount of received power and not only the available power at transmission.
• We study a decentralized power control with transmit and received power constraints (i.e. DPC-TAS) and prove
that it converges towards a Pareto power solution in TAS.
• We compare the achieved rates by DPC-TAS with those in a system whose goal is rate balancing or per-link
SINR-QoS constraints. We show that in a decentralized and user competitive system it can be more efficient, in
terms of rates, to guarantee maximum received power per user rather than to guarantee minimum QoS per user.
• We position DPC- TAS among other baseline approaches as the one by Foschini and Miljanic in [18] and also
with respect to a basic pricing power control.
• We propose a decentralized pricing mechanism with similar complexity to DPC-TAS, and study its convergence.
In spite of being intuitive, it is more difficult to tune than the proposed DPC-TAS, specially when the number
of communication links increase.
• A thorough performance assessment is also given, and the results verify the good performance of the proposed
DPC-TAS.
3

This work uses basic concepts as: gradient-based iterations, linear programing and pricing. The purpose is to
clarify the relationship among them, with the ultimate goal of presenting and reinforcing a simple decentralized
power control for the interference channel with TAS regulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the problem statement and insights on the received
power restrictions. In section 3, the optimal policy for the transmit power control is identified and the achievable rates
are derived. Section 4 studies the convergence of a TAS decentralized iterative power allocation method and discusses
on the integration of minimum QoS requirements per user. In order to compare the DPC-TAS with other baseline
alternatives, a simple pricing mechanism is proposed in Section 5. Section 6 shows the numerical simulations and
Section 7 concludes the paper.
Notation: Throughout the paper, scalars are denoted by non-boldface type, vectors by boldface lowercase letters and matrices by boldface uppercase letters. Superscripts (·)T and (·)H denote transpose and complex conjugate
transpose, respectively. Let  denotes the vector component-wise inequality.
2. System Model and Problem Statement
We consider a scenario where K neighbor access points transmit information to their intended receivers sharing
h
iT
frequency and time resources. The transmitted power of the k-th access point is xk and we define x = x1 . . . xK
as the power allocation vector. The link gain from the transmitter i to receiver j is denoted by ai j . Matrix A ∈ RK×K
contains all the link gains of the network, [A]i j = ai j . Moreover, the maximum transmitted power for the k-th access
h
iT
point is pk and we define p = p1 . . . pK . A simplified TAS network with K = 2 access points is shown in Fig.
2.
Regardless that throughout the paper we refer to the regulation mask in terms of power, this is for the sake of
presentation, since in fact the regulation specifies the mask in terms of power spectral density (W/Hz). In this paper
we focus on the design of transmit power control that takes into account the amount of received signal power, which
is restricted to preg and, without loss of generality, it is assumed the same for all link pairs. Note that with this
constraint, coverage control is different from the circular areas, centered at each transmitter, that results when only
maximum available transmit power is controlled (see Fig. 1). By limiting the received power the coverage area cannot
be predicted as it is a point-wise constraint that is imposed on each of the participating receivers.
We aim to find all optimal rate pairs of this communication system, when the receivers implement single user
detection and their received power is limited. Under that context, the achievable rate by user k, k = 1, . . . , K, is






akk xk


rk = log2 1 + PK

a jk x j + σ2 
(1)
j=1
j,k

= log2 (1 + SINRk ).
where, without loss of generality, it has been assumed that the noise power level, σ2 , is equal for all receivers. We
consider along the paper σ2 = 1. Achieving all optimal rate points is defined as the solution of the following multicriteria optimization problem (MOP) [47, 48]:
max r
x

s.t. Ax  ρ
0  x  p,

(2)

h
iT
 
where r = r1 . . . rK and ρ is a vector that includes the K regulatory constraints minus the noise power ρ k =
preg − σ2 . The term preg refers to the maximum receive power imposed by the TAS spectrum regulation.
It is worth mentioning that the aforementioned optimization problem is described considering the notation that
appears both in [47] and [49]. MOP is an area of optimization theory that is concerned with mathematical optimization
problems involving more than one objective function to be optimized simultaneously [50]. In the signal processing
4

context, the different objectives to be optimized are expressed as a components of a vector [48]. Here, we make use
of vector r, which contains each of the user rates to be optimized.
Since problem (2) is a MOP, there is no longer a unique optimal solution but a set of them which form the Pareto
set. Mathematically, a point x of the feasible set of (2) is in the Pareto set if there is no other x0 such that r(x0 )  r(x).
The following section devotes to solve problem (2); this is, to describe the rate Pareto set.
3. Rate Pareto Region of TAS Licensed Networks
We can obtain an equivalent problem by manipulating the objective functions. With this, we can replace the vector
h
iT
objective function by g = g1 . . . gK , where,
gk =

aTk x + σ2

k = 1, . . . , K.

2
a∗T
k x+σ

(3)

Vector ak is the k-th column of matrix A and a∗k is the same vector, but in the k-th entry there is a 0 instead of akk .
Clearly, (3) is a linear fractional function. Thus, (2) is a Multi-Objective Linear Fractional Problem (MOLFP) [51].
Relaying on theorem 6.4.1 of the previous reference (see Appendix A for further details), it can be seen that the
efficient solution of (2) is included in the solutions of (4).
max h
x

s.t. Ax  ρ
0  x  p,

(4)

[h]k = xk .

(5)

where
Then, the problem becomes,
max x
x

s.t. Ax  ρ
0  x  p.

(6)

The solution to (6) are the power tuples on the boundary of the power feasible set. As problem (6) is equivalent to
problem (2), the Pareto rates are obtained when the transmitters work at the edge of the feasible power set.
Since each component of the vector objective function is linear and the constraints are linear, problem (6) can be
casted as a MOLFP [51]. These optimization problems can be solved via the multiobjective simplex method [51],
which is able to find the set of efficient solutions. This method relies on the weighted-sum method scalarization
technique, which transforms the MOLP into the following Linear Programming (LP) problems,
max wT x
x

s.t. Ax  ρ
0  x  p,

(7)

PK
[w]i = 1, a Pareto point of (7) is obtained and, consequently, of (2). Due
where for each w ∈ [0, 1]1K so that i=1
to the form of the objective function, it can be observed that the Pareto set of (6) is the edge of the feasible set. As
a result, the achievable rates, or the Pareto rates, are obtained when the transmitters work at the edge of the feasible
power set. It is worth mentioning that his result generalizes the work in [52] where Theorem 1 presents the achievable
rates of the interference channel when treating interference as noise. Our work includes the result of [52, Theorem 1]
whenever the receive power constraints are not active.
5

Fig. 3 illustrates the TAS power feasible set and the corresponding Pareto rate region for a two user interference
network. Note that the received power is the limiting constraint and not the transmit power one (e.g., in other words,
this latter constraint is not active). Among all possible power-tuples on the power region boundary we are interested
in the most upper right corner, x∗ in Fig. 3(a), where all communication links are active and Ax = ρ. More precisely,
this paper presents a power control that is used autonomously by each communication link in order to attain x∗ . This
power control was originally presented in [43]. However, neither its optimality, nor its detailed convergence, were
studied. Concerning optimality, accordingly with the explanation in this section, the most upper right corner of the
power region boundary attains a Pareto rate. The convergence study is done in next section, together with a study on
the per-link QoS guarantee.
4. Descentralized Power Control for TAS (DPC-TAS)
We work under the premise that each receiver can only communicate feedback to its corresponding transmitter
and propose a decentralized power control, which consists in the following power updating rule:
xk (n) = xk (n − 1) +


β 
preg − mk (n − 1)
akk

k = 1, . . . , K

(8)

where mk (i) is the total amount of received power at the i-th time instant,
mk (i) =

K
X

a jk x j (i) + σ2

(9)

j=1

and β is a parameter whose purpose is to control the fluctuations and convergence of the method (i.e. the so-called
control gain). The receiver k has to feedback the difference (preg − mk ) to its corresponding transmitter. In this way
the transmitter can adapt the tranmit power following (8).
In order to justify (8) and prove that it converges to the working point Ax = ρ, which has been justified in section
3 as the one to be attained, note that we focus on the differential dynamic,
dmk
= β(preg − mk ) k = 1, . . . , K
dt

(10)

where the total received power at terminal k, mk , is driven towards the desired mask level preg . In order to implement this equation only with local measurements, we assume that the k-th transmitter strives to evolve mk as if the
interference contribution to the received power was not going to change. The equation for this dynamic is,
dxk (t)
β
=
(preg − mk (t)) k = 1, . . . , K
dt
akk

(11)

which leads to the gradient-based power control in (8), but in continuous time.
4.1. Convergence study
The proposed power control is a first order system, whose convergence can be studied either in the continuous or
in the discrete time. We opt for the discrete one.
If we take the discrete time control in (8) and group the K equations in matrix form, we obtain,
x(n) = x(n − 1) + βD(preg − m(n − 1))

(12)

2
where D is a diagonal matrix with [D]ii = a−1
ii , preg = ρ + σ 1 where 1 is a column vector with all its elements equal
to one and,
m(n − 1) , Ax(n − 1) + σ2 1
(13)

By operating (12) we come up with the following expression,
x(n) = (I − βDA)x(n − 1) + βDρ
6

(14)

This is a system of difference equations of first order [53] and its solution can be expressed as:
x(n) = (I − βDA)n (x0 − x∗ ) + x∗

(15)

where x0 is the initial value and x∗ is the steady state solution, which is obtain when ∆x(n) = 0,
x∗ = A−1 ρ

(16)

The power control converges to x∗ whenever the transitory disappears. In other words, when
|1 − β`i | < 1 ∀i

(17)

where `i are the eigenvalues of (DA).
Remark: Note that if (17) is satisfied for the maximum eigenvalue, it is satisfied ∀i. Thus, the power control
converges if the following equation is satisfied,
2
(18)
β<
`max
In practice, however, `max is not known by the different communication pairs. As a consequence and in order to obtain
a safe design, we propose to design β with a small enough value in order to enforce (18). Additionally, the simulations
section illustrates that, due to the normalization by D, the maximum eigenvalue of DA is not very sensitive to the
number of users.
As in any control, there is a set-up time, where the communication link establishes the best value for βk before
data transmission. As the proposed gradient-based iteration is a first order power control, if the established value for
βk produces an overshoot power in the transient time, the link will have to reduce its value. Each time a new link is
established or an existing link is dropped, each existing link will experiment a transient time, which may indicate that
a new value for the corresponding βk is needed. The simulation section illustrates the design of βk .
We remark that the steady state solution in (16) is the solution of the power optimization in (7), whenever
 
 
(19)
0 ≤ x∗ k ≤ p k
For this reason, the control rule in (8) has to be modified to clip the resulting power so that, for each communication,
it stays below the available power pk for each iteration n:
xkfinal (n) = min(xk (n), pk ) ∀k.
As in [54] it can be shown that DPC-TAS converges to


T A−1 ρ ,
where

(20)

(21)





T A−1 ρ = min preg 1, A−1 ρ ,

(22)

where min (·, ·) is considered component-wise. With [54, Proposition 2], DPC-TAS convergence is ensured. Also, in
order for (16) to have a positive solution the link gains, ai j , must keep a certain relationship as next equation (23) states
(e.g. note in Fig. 3(a) that the value of the cross-link gains (ai j , i , j) versus the direct ones (aii ) play an important role
in the existence of a valid power-tuple that fulfills the received power constraint with equality, x = A−1 ρ > 0. More
precisely, in [55] it is derived that, considering a positive matrix A ∈ RK×K and a vector ρ ∈ RK×1 , so that ρi >> 0,
i = 1, . . . , K, if,
K
K
X
X
ai j
ai j
∀ j ρj >
ρi
→
1
>
(23)
|{z}
a
a
ii
i=1
i=1 ii
i, j

ρ j =ρ ∀ j

i, j

then A is invertible and A ρ > 0.
Remark. Whenever (23) is fulfilled, the weights w in (7) are set to one and the individual maximum power
constraints are not active, then we can observe from (7) that the power control of (20) gives the maximum network
power solution that allows to fulfill the regulation mask with equality and achieves a rate that is Pareto-efficient.
−1
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If (23) is not fulfilled, the use of transmitters and/or receivers with multiple antennas is beneficial to design
beamformers [14, 15, 56–58] that properly attenuate the cross-link gains, ai j , j , i; thus, enforcing (23). However,
beamforming design is out of the scope of this paper and we leave it for future work. In this paper we deal with decentralized transmit power design, where there is no channel state information of the network available at transmission.
Therefore, we can only clip the power to zero whenever the power results negative in (8). The resulting DPC-TAS
power control at each iteration n is:
xkfinal (n) = max(0, min(xk (n), pk )) ∀k.

(24)

As in the previous case, it can be shown that whenever the updating rule (24) is applied, the power allocation
convergence is ensured to
 




M T A−1 ρ = max 01, T A−1 ρ
(25)
where max (·, ·) is considered component-wise. Throughout the paper, (24) will be referred to as DPC-TAS (Decentralized Power Control for TAS). Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed DCP-TAS approach.
Algorithm 1 DCP-TAS for the k-th acces point
Require: Initial power xk (0), β, link gain akk , regulatory constraint preg and maximum transmitted power pk .
1: Initialize n = 1.
2: repeat
3:
Set x(n) ← x(n − 1)
4:
Measure the total amount of received power, mk (n − 1).
5:
Update the transmission power,
i
β h
preg − mk (n − 1)
xk (n) = xk (n − 1) +
akk
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

if xk (n) < 0 then
xk (n) ← 0
end if
if xk (n) > pk then
xk (n) ← pk
end if
n←n+1
until convergence

Finally, we comment that in practice the proposed power control, as any physical layer alternative, is complemented by a scheduling and access protocol. Their task, among others, is to avoid pathological situations, such as for
instance having to access points that are transmitting very close-by or one user that is too far away (i.e. out of the
coverage area), which could be better associated to another access point. This will help to have aii > ai j , thus supporting condition (23). The work in [22] is a good starting point to further work this aspect as it includes network-layer
solutions (e.g. combining scheduling and power control).
So far, the objective is to fulfill the regulation mask without QoS guarantees. Next section compares the rates
achieved by DPC-TAS with those in a system whose goal is rate balancing or SINR-QoS.
4.2. Minimum QoS guarantee
Let us assume that each link has a minimum SINR threshold, γk , which must be met in order to fulfill its QoS
requirements.
akk xk
≥ γk
(26)
PK
2
j=1 a jk x j + σ
j,k

This set of equations can be set up in matrix form as,
(I − F)x  u

(27)

with,
u=

h σ2 γ
a11

1

σ 2 γ2
a22

...

γi a ji
[F] ji =
δ ji ,
aii
8

i
σ2 γK T
aKK
∀i, j

(28a)
(28b)

where δ ji is the indicator function that equals 1 if j , i and 0 otherwise. Fig. 5(a) depicts the constraint set that is
defined by (27) when the network parameters are the same as those in Fig. 3.
Given a regulation mask, ρ = Ax, the SINR thresholds contained in u, must fulfill (29).
(I − F)A−1 ρ  u

(29)

Foschini and Miljanic proposed in [18] a decentralized power control in order to simultaneously satisfy all SINR
thresholds in the network. As long as the maximum modulus eigenvalue of F is real, positive and simple, and (I − F)−1
exists, there is a first order power control that converges to attain the required SINR thresholds with minimum network
power, which can be implemented autonomously by each link. As it happens with the regulation constraints in Section
4.1, convergence to the QoS requirements of [18] depends also on the link gains.
In contrast to [18], note that the goal of the proposed decentralized algorithm DPC-TAS in (24) is to implement
a power control that is Pareto-efficient in network-rate terms without considering QoS. In order to incorporate SINRQoS constraints we should incorporate (27) into the LP that is formulated in (7). This is,
max x
x

s.t. Ax  ρ
(I − F)x  u,
0  x  p.

(30)

This latter optimization problem provides the achievable rates of a TAS licensed system under SINR restrictions.
Evidently, the feasible set of (30) differs from that in (6). This can be observed in Fig. 5. As a matter of fact, the rate
Pareto set obtained from (30) ensures that all users will have the required SINRs. Furthermore, note that whenever the
feasible set is convex (i.e. the minimum SINR constraints contain the MURC), the proposed power control algorithm
(8) leads to a power tuple that lies on the MURC, which is rate optimal and in addition fulfills the SINR requirements.
In other words, DPC-TAS mechanism ensures the SINR requirements without any additional modification.
Note that there are two possible situations that a communication pair can face. One situation is to receive total
power above the regulation mask. In this case, this communication pair will lower its transmitting power as (8)
indicates. The other situation is to be below the regulation mask. Then an additional power control, as the one in [18],
can check if the QoS for that communication pair is fulfilled. If it is not the case, then it can aim for it. However, as it
is a decentralized control and one communication link does not have knowledge about the channel state information of
the other links, with this increase/decrease in power we cannot guarantee that all communication links meet the QoS
constraints within the regulation limits. In other words, there is no way to guarantee the convergence to the vertix of
the constraint set that offers the optimal solution for (30). The convergence of a power that is non-linearly controlled
by two different equations (i.e. the one in (24) to guarantee the regulation mask and the one in [18] to guarantee
QoS, as we are suggesting in this explanation) is complex and non-trivial. Power control in a communication network
should be practical; thus, clean and simple. Otherwise, it is advisable to resort to additional degrees of freedom, as for
instance, the spatial selectivity or beamforming that has been commented before, in order to attain the required QoS.
This section has studied in detail the power control that was originally presented in [43]. More specifically, it
studies DPC-TAS convergence and frames the algorithm together with other power control that attains QoS. The
conclusion is that DPC-TAS is a simple control that attains the regulation mask and also, under certain channel gains,
can attain per-link QoS. In order to get more insight into the good features of DPC-TAS, next section introduces a
pricing strategy for decentralized power control in a TAS regulated system. We show that the linear dynamic pricing,
despite being intuitively easy to understand and implement, it is less practical for the interference channel than the
DPC-TAS that is proposed in Section 4. The design of a suitable non-linear pricing is open for future work. Note
that one of the interesting aspects of pricing mechanisms is that they give a new and enlarged framework to deal with
possible situations of users misbehavior. These situations are, however, out of the scope of the present paper.
5. Pricing for TAS
This paper focuses on strategies where the power is allocated autonomously by each link itself and each link/user
cares only about maximizing its own utility. In microeconomic models, when users want more rather than less of a
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good they are doing rational choices in a market context. Game theory emphasizes on the mathematical modeling
among rational agents or players, who are selfish by nature. Pricing can be introduced to control this selfish behavior.
Our interest is to design a simple pricing power algorithm and compare it with DPC-TAS. For this reason control
theory tools are used for its analysis instead of game-theoretic or convex optimization, which are the usual tools
whenever pricing is introduced. More specifically, we are interested in the power control problem with linearly
coupled constraints. In [46] the reader can find several game-theoretic tools to analyze a broad family of games
played by resource-constrained players. In [44] a pricing algorithm is presented to cope with linear interference
power constraint in cognitive networks. Very interesting is also [59], where the authors study QoS-aware distributed
resource (i.e. power and spectrum) sharing using a game-theoretic approach.
In our work, where rate optimization is the ultimate goal, we depart from the following basic problem,
max rk
xk

s.t. 0 ≤ xk ≤ pk , ∀k

(31)

Note that users do not cooperate and, in spite of creating more interference, each user would like to maximize their
individual rate by transmitting at full power, x∗ = p. This solution is identified as a Nash Equilibrium and can be seen
as a pure selfish user response. However, for the TAS power control we have to incorporate the regulation constraint.
In order to obtain a simple first order control, we propose to penalize the rate utility of each user k with the following
pricing mechanism that is linear on the transmit powers as (32) indicates,
max ck
xk

s.t. 0 ≤ xk ≤ pk , ∀k

(32)

where ck = rk − π−1
k akk xk and πk are the prices, which mathematically can be understood as additional degrees of
freedom that are designed to meet the desired operating point. If the aim is to meet the regulation mask, then we
should
find πk
s.t. mk = preg . ∀k

(33)

When looking only at the cost ck , note that if the prices πk = ∞, transmitting with full power is the optimal response of
each user; thus, πk < ∞ motivates to avoid full-power transmission. The strategy of using π−1
k instead of πk is justified
in what follows.
For each user, the optimal power control must maximize its rate without violating the regulation mask. Therefore,
the optimal solution is obtained by deriving (32) and equating to zero,






K
X



 2
1 
∂ck
∗
πk − σ +
a jk x j  ∀k,
(34)
= 0 → xk =


∂xk
akk 
j=1
j,k

which depends linearly on the prices. Note that in (34) the factor ln12 which comes from the derivative of log2 has
been incorporated to the prices. This equation can be used to obtain the desired powers in an iterative way as follows:






K
 2 X

1 
πk − σ +
xk (n) =
a jk x j (n − 1)


akk 
j=1
j,k

1
[πk − (mk (n − 1) − akk xk (n − 1))]
=
akk
1
(πk − mk (n − 1)) ∀k,
= xk (n − 1) +
akk
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(35)

which can be written in matrix notation as follows,


x(n) = x(n − 1) + D π − (Ax(n − 1) + σ2 1)
= x(n − 1) + D (π − m(n − 1))

(36)

= (I − DA)x(n − 1) + D(π − σ2 1)
This set of power controls is a system of difference equations of first order, whose steady state solution x∗ is obtained
for ∆x(n) = 0,
∆x(n) = 0 → π = Ax∗ + σ2 1.
(37)
h
iT
where π = π1 π2 . . . πK . In order to ensure the positive power control, an analogous condition to that in
(23) should be fulfilled. From the game theory point of view, this set of power controls can be seen as a set of noncooperative games, which always admits at least one NE power allocation and one possible NE is (37). This NE
will be unique and instead of resorting to classical control theory to study its convergence, non-cooperative game
theory could be applied and, with it, conclude that (36) is guaranteed to converge to the unique NE whenever (34) is
a standard function. That means that (34) is: positive, monotone and scalable (see [40]). However, in the equilibrium
point of (37) the value of the prices is still to be set; thus, requiring further study to solve the final convergence. In
what follows classical control is the mainstream for this study.
The objective of the pricing, π j ∀ j, in the proposed game is to enforce the NE power control to the desired point in
(33). As the goal is to obtain a decentralized power allocation, we consider the classical subgradient with a constant
stepsize µ,
h
i
π(n) = π(n − 1) + µ m(n − 1) − preg
(38)
The obtained power control is summarized in Algorithm 2 and is named Pricing-TAS. We remark that no pricing
announcement to the network is needed.
Algorithm 2 Pricing-TAS for the k-th acces point
Require: Initial power xk (0), initial price πk (0), stepsize µ, link gain akk , regulatory constraint preg and maximum transmitted power pk .
1: Initialize n = 1.
2: repeat
3:
Set x(n) ← x(n − 1)
4:
Measure the total amount of received power, mk (n − 1).
5:
Update the price,
h
i
πk (n) = πk (n − 1) + µ mk (n − 1) − preg
6:

Update the transmission power according to the price,
xk (n) = xk (n − 1) +

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

1
[πk (n) − mk (n − 1)]
akk

if xk (n) < 0 then
xk (n) ← 0
end if
if xk (n) > pk then
xk (n) ← pk
end if
n←n+1
until convergence

To study the convergence we again identify a system of difference equations of first order: We substitute π(n) into
(36); thus, obtaining (39),
x(n) = x(n − 1) + D [π(n) − m(n − 1)]
h
i
= x(n − 1) + D π(n − 1) + (µ − 1)m(n − 1) − µpreg
h
i
= x(n − 1) + D π(n − 1) + (µ − 1)Ax(n − 1) − µρ − σ2 1
h
i


= I + (µ − 1)DA x(n − 1) + Dπ(n − 1) − D µρ + σ2 1
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(39)

We group (38) and (39) as,
ν(n) = Bν(n − 1) + b

(40)

with,
h
iT
ν(n) = x(n) π(n)


I + (µ − 1)DA D

B = 
−µA
I
h h
i
iT
b = − D µρ + σ2 1 µρ

(41a)
(41b)
(41c)

Following the same reasoning as in section 4.1 (i.e. (18)), we can say that this new power control converges whenever
the maximum eigenvalue of matrix B has modulo less than one. The steady state solution is obtained for ∆ν(n) = 0,
which means ∆x(n) = 0 in (39) and ∆π(n) = 0 in (38). As a consequence,
h
i
∆x(n) = 0 → Dπ∗ + (µ − 1)DAx∗ = D µρ + σ2 1
(42)
and
∆π(n) = 0 → ρ = Ax∗

(43)

Combining the two equations it results that the steady state solution (i.e. for n → ∞) is,
Ax∗ = ρ = preg − σ2 1,

(44)

which coincides with the steady state solution that was obtained in (37), where π was not computed iteratively. Pricing
incorporates a certain social welfare due to the regulation mask constraint. In other words, although each user can
only modify its own transmit power, the rate of each user is penalized if the received power by each user is above the
regulation mask.
In contrast to the convergence of DPC-TAS in Section 4 (i.e. (17)), the convergence of the Pricing-TAS power
control that is obtained with (39) and (38) is more difficult to guarantee. The reason is that in this latter control, the
value of the gain µ has to be computed so that matrix B in (41b) presents a maximum eigenvalue with modulo less than
one and this is not the straightforward design of (17). In addition, as the number of simultaneous communication links
increases, the maximum eigenvalue of B notably changes. This requires a redesign of µ depending on the number of
users. However, in a decentralized design, the number of total users is not known by each communication link. The
simulation section illustrates these problems with some examples.
In summary, the basic Pricing-TAS power control that we propose converge to the same optimal solution as the
DPC-TAS that is studied in Section 4. However, the problem of Pricing-TAS resides in the stability, especially when
the number of users increases and we have shown it analytically. We leave for future work the design of a non-linear
pricing that improves the classical power control that we propose for TAS. Note that interest of pricing and the game
theoretic point of view is that they open new and powerful alternatives to design resource allocation strategies that
properly penalize whenever the users misbehave. In decentralized designs users may hide their private interests or
true utility functions to each other in order to overtake the other users in performance. This is an undesired situation
from the network perspective and should be solved. Game theory is a useful tool and [40] and references therein are
good examples of that. However, convergence may become difficult to study and analyze.
6. Numerical Results
In order to evaluate our theoretical findings, Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) show the emitted and received power evolution
for the proposed DPC-TAS and the proposed Pricing-TAS power control, respectively, and for a two-user asymmetric
network with,


 
 
 1 0.2
7
10
 , preg =   , p =   , σ2 = 1.
A = 
(45)
0.3 1
7
10
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In both cases, the initial power allocation has been set to 0 dBm. In the case of the Pricing-TAS, the initial pricing
π(0) has been set to 0 as well. Fig. 6(a) shows the performance of DPC-TAS with β = 0.05 and β = 0.1, while Fig.
6(b) illustrates the behavior of Pricing-TAS for step-size µ = −0.2 and µ = −0.1. In so doing, both methods converge
in a similar number of iterations. From the comparison of Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 6(b), it is confirmed that the proposed
DPC-TAS converges to the same optimal point than the Pricing-TAS approach.
The emitted and received power evolution with DPC-TAS and with the Pricing-TAS power control are compared
in Fig. 7 for a three-user network and for the same initial conditions and β and µ values considered in the previous
case. In particular, Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) show the transient effect of DPC-TAS and Pricing-TAS, respectively, when
a third user joins the network at iteration n = 30. It can be observed that the proposed DPC-TAS solution smoothly
adapts to the network conditions while Pricing-TAS experiences more difficulties. In Fig. 7 we have considered the
following parameters:
 
 


10
7
 1 0.2 0.1
 
 


(46)
A = 0.3 1 0.1 , preg = 7 , p = 10 , σ2 = 1.
 
 


10
7
0.1 0.3 1
The effect of limited maximum emitted power is evaluated in Fig. 8 considering the same 3-user network as in Fig.
h
iT
7, but with p = 10 10 3 . As expected, in both methods the third user, whose maximum emitted power is well
below the power regulation limit (p3 < preg ), converges to a lower value compared to the targeted power regulation
limit.
Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) compare the two methods when the number of users increases up to five. For the sake of
clarity, only the power evolution of 2 of the 5 users have been plotted in Fig. 9. It has been used the parameters
and initial values of (46), and the extra users have been modeled as aii = 1, ai j = a ji = 0.2, preg = 7 and p = 10.
It can be observed that the stability of the power updating rule method remains invariable. However, the announced
convergence drawback for the Pricing-TAS approach is highlighted in this case.
Fig. 10(a) illustrates the stability of both methods, by evaluating the absolute value of the maximum eigenvalue
of the matrix (I − βDA) for DCP-TAS and the matrix B, for Pricing-TAS with regard to the number of users. As in
the previous examples, we used the same parameters and initial values of Fig. 7, and we modeled the extra users as
aii = 1, ai j = a ji = 0.2, preg = 7 and p = 10. Again, we considered β = 0.05 and β = 0.1 for the DPC-TAS, and
step-size µ = −0.2 and µ = −0.1 for the Pricing-TAS. As it was explained before, although the number of channels
increases, in DPC-TAS the selection of β that fulfills the stability criterion of (18) is not critical because the modulo
of the maximum eigenvalue does not depend on the network size. Nevertheless, the second method becomes unstable
between 5 and 6 users for both values of µ, which is clearly highlighted in Fig. 9(b). To better show this inestability
issue of the Pricing-TAS, Fig. 10(b) illustrates the phenomenon when a channel becomes marginally stable (stable
but with a noticeable ripple) by including a new user in the network. Fig. 10(b) shows the emitted and received power
evolution for a 4-user network which, at the iteration number 30 incorporates a fifth user. As it can be seen, the
rippled signal overshoots the target limit after n = 30. This situation should be detected by the hardware to proceed to
reduce the gains in the correspondent channel, and recover the stability again.
Finally, although the most usual scenario is that sketched in Fig. 7, where 3 communications are colliding, Fig.
11 illustrates the effect of a bigger size network. Fig 11(a) shows the emitted and received power evolution with
DPC-TAS for a 40-user network compared to a 5-user network. Again, parameters and initial values are the same to
those of Fig. 7, and we modeled the extra users as aii = 1, ai j = a ji = 0.2, preg = 7 and p = 10. In Fig. 11(a) it can
be observed that the transient time of the received power decreases with the number of users. Fig. 11(b) depicts the
time constant in number of iterations of DPC-TAS method with regard to the number of users, for both β = 0.1 and
β = 0.05. Clearly, higher values of β tend to speed up the convergence time. However, one cannot choose an arbitrary
high value of β because the highest value of β is upper-bounded by (18).
7. Conclusions and Further Work
This paper proposes a regulation mechanism for improving the spectral efficiency of different spectrum-sharing
networks. Considering the TAS licensing system, with received power constraints, we provide the optimal decentralized power policy by considering the problem as a multicriteria optimization problem. We provide its convergence
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study and comparison with minimum QoS solutions. In addition, the paper studies a pricing algorithm for TAS; thus,
framing the problem in a game theoretic framework and opening the door to enlarge the proposed power control in order to incorporate user misbehavior. The proposed pricing control helps also to compare two different focuses to solve
a power allocation problem, i.e. from a basic power control perspective or from an utility optimization one. Future
work on this focus, together with the design of suitable beamforming for TAS and scheduling and access mechanisms
is worth to pay attention to. Numerical results show the performance of our proposal.
8. Appendix A
The aim of this appendix is to show the Pareto set equivalence between problem
max g
x

s.t. Ax  ρ
0  x  p,

(47)

and (4). Similarly to [51, Theorem 6.4.1] and relaying on [60] it is possible to obtain an equivalent multicriteria
problem with the same Pareto set with the following set of objective functions
[t]k = aTk x − (1 + akk pk )a∗T
k x.

(48)
 
Using Dinkelbach’s theorem in [60] an optimal solution of [t]k is an optimal solution of g k and viceversa. By
simple inspection and since we are maximizing the vector objective function, the k objective function will always
yield into a solution whose entries i , k for i = 1, . . . N are zero. Under this context, each objective function can be
re-written so that
[h]k = xk .
(49)
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Figure 1: Scenario with 3 access points operating on the same frequency band but in spatial mostly disjoint areas. There is no cooperation at any
level between the 3 systems; circles indicate the coverage due to constraints on the maximum transmit power.

Figure 2: Simplified scheme of TAS network with K = 2 access points.
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Figure 6: Emitted and received power evolution for a 2-user asymmetric network: (a) DPC-TAS, and (b) Pricing-TAS.
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Figure 7: Emitted and received power evolution for a 3-user asymmetric network: (a) DPC-TAS, and (b) Pricing-TAS.
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Figure 8: Emitted and received power evolution for a 3-user asymmetric network with p = 10
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Figure 9: Emitted and received power evolution for a 5-user asymmetric network: (a) DPC-TAS, and (b) Pricing-TAS.
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Figure 10: Inestability of Pricing-TAS: (a) Comparison of the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix (I − βDA) for DPC-TAS and the matrix B for
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Figure 11: Effect of network size in DPC-TAS: (a) Emitted and received power evolution of a 40-user network compared with a 5-user network,
and (b) Convergence time constant in number of iterations with respect to the network size.
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